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WISE: An Infrastructure for E-CommerceG. Alonso U. Fiedler A. Lazcano H. Schuldt C. Schuler N. WeilerSwiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)ETH Zentrum, Z�urich CH-8092, SwitzerlandE-mail: wise@ccic.ethz.chhttp://www.inf.ethz.ch/department/IS/iks/research/wise.htmlMay 7, 19991 IntroductionThe Internet and the proliferation of inexpensive computing power in the form of clusters of worksta-tions or PCs provide the basic hardware infrastructure for business to business electronic commercein small and medium enterprises. Unfortunately, the corresponding software infrastructure is stillmissing. As part of the WISE project (Workow based Interned SErvices), we have taken con-crete steps to address this limitation: within WISE we have developed and deployed the softwareinfrastructure necessary to support business to business electronic commerce in the form of virtualenterprises. The starting point was the idea to combine the tools and services of di�erent companiesas building blocks of a higher level system in which a process acts as the blueprint for control anddata ow within the virtual enterprise. From here, the goal has been to build the basic supportfor an Internet trading community where enterprises can join their services to provide added valueprocesses.Following these ideas, WISE provides a working system capable of de�ning, enacting, and mon-itoring virtual enterprise business processes, as well as supporting related coordination activities.Such infrastructure includes an Internet workow engine acting as the underlying distributed op-erating system controlling the execution of business processes, a process modeling tool for de�ningand monitoring the processes, a catalogue tool for virtual enterprise services in which to �nd thebuilding blocks for the processes, and a collaborative multimedia communication environment. Theproject also incorporates in its design considerations about security, quality of service, executionguarantees, exception handling, high availability, and scalability, as well as diverse other aspectsrelated to WWW based interaction, catalogue based information, catalogue search, and communi-cation frameworks. In this regard, we have made a substantial e�ort to make WISE a completesolution, that is, a system incorporating all the necessary functionality to be used in practice. We�rmly believe the real challenge in electronic commerce is how to provide a complete solution. Inour case, this meant to develop a software tool capable of supporting the entire life cycle of avirtual business process. We see these business processes as valuable assets which need to be notonly de�ned and enacted but also maintained, updated, and monitored. WISE supports all thesechores, thereby avoiding the drawbacks of many existing products: ad-hoc and costly development,1
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Figure 1: A company incorporating a virtual process as part of its own business processesexpensive maintenance, and of limited applicability.2 Motivation2.1 Virtual EnterprisesThe most relevant activities within a corporation are often described in the form of business pro-cesses. This is not surprising since business processes model the procedures and rules followed inorder to accomplish a concrete goal (open a new bank account, obtain a credit, purchase a com-puter, �nd out the current location of a parcel, resupply shops, etc.). Following this idea, we seeelectronic commerce as the incorporation of information and communication systems technologyinto the business process to expand it beyond the corporation boundaries. In this context, wede�ne a virtual business process as a business process whose de�nition and enactment cannot bedirectly tied to a single organizational entity (be it a department or a company). From here, wede�ne virtual enterprises as those whose business processes are virtual business processes. Giventhe trend towards decentralization, we also consider that virtual business processes linking togetherseveral departments of a single organization de�ne as well a virtual enterprise. Finally, we refer tothe set of companies participating in a virtual enterprise as a trading community. Each member ofthe trading community provides a number of services to be used as building blocks for the virtualprocess. Based on these services, the virtual enterprise can be created by de�ning a virtual processin which each individual activity corresponds to one of the services provided by the participants(Figure 1).We believe trading communities, virtual enterprises and virtual processes are a very powerfulapproach to interpret and identify the needs of a wide range of electronic commerce practices. Inparticular, they are well suited to the four types of electronic commerce described above. For2
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instance, in the case of retailing, a company can provide a much more sophisticated product byoutsourcing aspects of the operation which are not central to its activities. A common example arecompanies o�ering a product (books, CD, owers) without actually handling (producing, storing ordelivering) the product themselves. Most of the handling is left to companies providing specializedservices, which allows to signi�cantly reduce the operational costs. The virtual enterprise modelnaturally captures such scenarios by simply having the distribution and delivery services incorpo-rated as activities within the business processes of the company selling the product as shown inFigure 1.2.2 E-Comm ProcessesIn the example of Figure 1, independently of whether it involves mainframes and leased lines or afew PCs linked via Internet providers, an E-Comm application has many of the characteristics of adistributed computing environment. While the notions of trading community and virtual enterpriseare conceptually useful, the real challenge is to use them in a software solution. Here is where theidea of process becomes relevant: the virtual business process can be seen as a distributed programrunning on some form of middleware linking together the resources of the trading community. Theseresources are the concrete applications or services o�ered to the virtual enterprise by the tradingcommunity and are used as the basic building blocks for the distributed program (the virtualbusiness process). From here, the type of software to develop is the type of software that would beneeded to support the de�nition and execution of such a coarse grained distributed program.The analogy between an E-Comm process and a distributed program can be taken a step further.Any realistic solution to electronic commerce must take into account the true complexity of theproblem. We see E-Comm processes as valuable assets needing to be properly speci�ed, designed,developed, tested, debugged, and maintained in an e�ort not unlike software life-cycles. In orderto do this, the language used to describe the processes must provide the necessary primitives,otherwise these tasks become extremely di�cult and largely ad-hoc endeavors (as it is today).2.3 Complete SolutionThe WISE project is an integration e�ort with the �nal goal of providing a complete solution.Its architecture (Figure 2) is organized into four components (de�nition, enactment, monitoring,and coordination), each one of them with the role of addressing a particular issue. Thus, theprocess de�nition component allows virtual business processes to be de�ned using as building blocksthe entries of a catalogue where companies within a trading community can post their services.Similarly, the process enactment component compiles the description of the virtual business processinto a representation suitable for enactment and controls the execution of the process by invoking thecorresponding services of the trading community. The process monitoring and analysis componentis a tool keeping track of the progress made in the execution of the virtual business process and ofthe status of all active components in the system. The information produced by these tool is usedto create an awareness model [7] used for load balancing, routing, and quality of service purposesas well as, later on, for analysis of the behavior of the process. Finally, the coordination andcommunication component supports multimedia conferencing and cooperative browsing of relevant3
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information between all participants in the trading community using the information produced bythe business process as the main source for routing.In WISE, these four components are tightly integrated reecting an approach to electroniccommerce based on transparency and ease of use. While there is innovation in each individualcomponent, our measure of success is the degree of integration of the system as a whole.
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-ONITORING�AND�DATA�ANALYSIS��7)3%�ENGINE	�DISPLAYED�IN�3TRUCTWAREFigure 2: The di�erent components of the WISE project3 Architecture and Components3.1 ModelingIn WISE, virtual business processes are constructed by using the services o�ered by di�erent com-panies as building blocks. The virtual business process integrates the services of the di�erentcompanies establishing the order of invocation, the control logic and the data ow between theparticipants in the same way a workow process orchestrates business models within a single cor-poration. To make this idea a reality, there are two elements that WISE must provide. The �rst isa mechanism for the participants to publish their services. The second is a way to de�ne a processbased on such services. For these purposes, WISE uses a WWW catalogue and a business processmodeling tool (Figure 2).The WWW catalogue uses Java applet/servlet technology to allow companies in the tradingcommunity to advertise their services and to \see" the semantics of the services provided by othercompanies [15]. The catalogue contains objects encapsulating the behavior of a each service. AJava version of a business modeling tool supporting simulation and analysis (see below) is then4
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used to allow a company to see the exact characteristics of each entry in the catalogue. When acompany wants to make an entry in the catalogue, it speci�es the service using the modeling tool.From the catalogue, a drag and drop type of interface is used to build the virtual businessprocess. The tool we use for process de�nition is Structware [12], a product of IvyTeam, one of thepartners in the project. Structware, which is internally based on Petri-nets, supports not only themodeling of business processes but also sophisticated analysis of its behavior (bottlenecks, averageexecution times, costs, delays, what if analysis, etc.). In terms of process de�nition, Structwaresupports the standard ow control primitives of a workow tool. It is possible to de�ne conditionalbranching, nested processes, and assign additional information to each task within the process.This last point is important from the point of view of WISE since it allows to use this additionalinformation as the con�guration information necessary to enact the processWe see this entire procedure as a form of high level, coarse grained programming. We have suc-cessfully applied this idea of \workow programming" within WISE and other projects in order toprovide sophisticated language primitives not available in commercial workow tools. For instance,we can provide a complete exception handling capability [10], an event handling mechanism andinter-process communication [11]. This functionality is missing in current systems and we considerit to be crucial in realistic environments.3.2 EnactmentThe enactment of the virtual business processes is performed by the WISE engine, which is basedon work done within the OPERA project [9, 2]. The WISE engine extends ideas from workowmanagement [6, 3], and uses known techniques for distributing this functionality [18, 13, 4]. Inaddition, a considerable amount of extensions have been introduced to make workow a suitablefoundation for electronic commerce (for a di�erent approach to electronic commerce based onworkow technology see [16]). Among them, there are three that deserve special attention: security,quality of service, and execution guarantees.Given the nature of the data exchanged between the di�erent participants in the trading com-munity, WISE incorporates the necessary security mechanisms in the form of encryption of datafor transmission over the network as well as a complete set of authentication measures for bothexecution, access, and monitoring of the processes. Also, to make the notion of trading communityviable given the current limitations of bandwidth, the WISE engine incorporates quality of serviceguarantees based on execution statistics and network characteristics. Our current approach is basedon distinguishing di�erent process categories (critical, important, normal) and providing for eachof them a di�erent quality of service. Finally, the WISE engine also incorporates execution guar-antees, whereby a process is always guaranteed to �nish in a consistent state either by removingall changes it has introduced or by forcing it to terminate following a sequence of actions witha pre-determined outcome [17]. The execution guarantees are based on the notion of spheres ofatomicity and isolation [8, 5, 1, 14], which allow us to specify which parts of the business processneed to be made atomic for recovery purposes and which parts of the process need to be isolatedfrom interferences of other processes. 5
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3.3 Audit and MonitoringWISE provides tools to �nd out the status of any running process in the system in order to allowusers to keep track and troubleshoot them when necessary. In addition, process design is a di�culttask. In virtual enterprise environments it is di�cult to foresee all possible eventualities untilsome example runs are available. Process design is an iterative procedure where WISE can be ofgreat help by providing accurate measurements of all the characteristics a�ecting the execution ofa process: overall duration, bottlenecks, relative duration of each task with respect to the durationof the entire process, loads at each participant site, deadlines missed, and so forth.In order to provide this functionality, WISE incorporates the necessary modules within theexecution engine to keep track of executing processes. In addition, it uses a history space whereinformation about all already executed processes is stored and organized in a way that facilitates itsanalysis. For displaying this information, we plan to take advantage of the capabilities of Structware.In the same way that a Structware process is compiled and translated into notation understandableby the WISE engine, the information produced by the WISE engine will be translated into theappropriate format to be displayed using Structware's interface.Finally, WISE will also include an awareness model [7] that will allow the engine to makedecisions based on its own status and that of the participants. This awareness model is necessary forload balancing, increased availability, conict resolution, noti�cation mechanisms, and the handlingof exceptions.3.4 CoordinationUnlike in conventional workow engines, WISE will operate in an environment where the di�erentparticipants and the di�erent elements of the process are not necessarily in a position to easilyexchange information among them. Note that, as the concept of trading community implies, eachparticipant could be not only on a di�erent location but in an entirely di�erent company. It isnevertheless important for the participants to be able to communicate in order to resolve the un-avoidable inconsistencies and minor problems associated with any process (Figure 2). An essentialaspect of this communication and collaboration is that it will be context based. That is, a userwill not necessarily ask to communicate with a concrete person but, rather, with the person whoplayed a given role in the execution of the process.To achieve this goal, WISE uses the results of the CoBrow (Collaborative Browsing in Informa-tion Resources) project [19] to avoid having to develop the communication infrastructure as partof WISE.4 The WISE systemThe current version of WISE uses IvyFrame (a commercial product of IvyTeam) as front end, bothfor the de�nition and the monitoring of processes. WISE is platform independent (Server runson UNIX, Clients on UNIX, OS/2, and Windows) and can interact with a variety of applications(existing interfaces include SAP R/3 and IBM FlowMark). From a practical point of view, WISEcan be used as a generic workow engine but its real potential lies as an engine for electronic6
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commerce. One possible scenario for the deployment of WISE is as the central tool for a companyproviding support for other companies wanting to engage in electronic commerce but not willing orable to do the necessary investments in resources and expertise. Another possibility is to use WISEas a tool for implementing value added business processes so that a company can o�er new servicesby combining services provided by other companies. In particular, the application to virtual storefronts for generic customer services, computer equipment, bookstores, and appliances is immediate.We are currently working on supporting other possible scenarios related to payment protocols andelectronic document exchanges.5 ConclusionsIn this extended abstract, we have presented a basic infrastructure for business to business electroniccommerce. In this form of e-commerce, di�erent companies join their services to form a virtualenterprise, which provides a business process that can be executed over the Internet. WISE includesdi�erent components to de�ne, enact and monitor visual enterprise processes, supporting also thecommunication and coordination between the participants.WISE should be seen as an integration e�ort where several known technologies as well as newideas are being brought together in order to provide a coherent technological solution. We expectthat the results of the project will both enhance considerably the scope of application and expressivepower of current workow systems and open up signi�cant opportunities in the area of electroniccommerce.Project DataThe WISE project is funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation. It started in December of 1997 and will havea duration of 29 months. There are three academic and two industrial partners in the project. On the academic side,the participants are the Database Research Group, the Computer Engineering and Networks Laboratory, and theInformation and Communications Systems Research Group of ETH Z�urich. The industrial partners are IvyTeam,and onlineSOLUTIONS.References[1] G. Alonso, D. Agrawal, and A. El Abbadi. Process Synchronization in Workow Management Systems. In 8thIEEE Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing (SPDS'96). New Orleans, USA., October 1996.[2] G. Alonso, C. Hagen, H.J. Schek, and M. Tresch. Distributed Processing over Stand-alone Systems and Ap-plications. In Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Very Large Databases (VLDB'97), Athens,Greece, August 1997.[3] F. Casati, P. Grefen, B. Pernici, G. Pozzi, and G. Sanchez. WIDE Workow Model and Architecture. TechnicalReport 96-19, University of Twente, 1996.[4] Stefano Ceri, Paul W.P.J. Grefen, and Gabriel Sanchez. WIDE: A Distributed Architecture for WorkowManagement. In Proceedings 7th International Workshop on Research Issues in Data Engineering (RIDE'97),pages 76{79, Birmingham, UK, April 1997.[5] D. Georgakopoulos and M. Hornick. A Framework for Enforceable Speci�cation of Extended Transaction Modelsand Transactional Workows. International Journal of Intelligent and Cooperative Information Systems, 3(3),September 1994. 7
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